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1. SAMPLES 
1.1 Samples are free, with a maximum of 2 designs. Samples will be sent out in a neutral 

colour. Please note that samples are not personalised with your names or colours at this 
stage.  
 

2. QUOTES 
2.1 All quotes are valid for 90 days. If quote is not accepted within this time then prices are 

liable to increase and a revised quote will need to be sent if further interest. 
2.2 There are no minimum order numbers. 
2.3 Consideration will be given to On the Day stationery orders (if you have not previously 

ordered Invitations) only if existing workload allows. 
 

3. BOOKING FEE 
3.1 A booking fee of £30 will be taken to confirm interest in ordering stationery. This allows a 

production slot to be kept free in the diary without having to confirming styles, colours, or 
numbers until closer to the time of your wedding. This fee covers basic admin, postage, and 
materials for hard copies. This fee is non-refundable should you cancel. 

3.2 Swatches in your chosen colour ranges will be sent to you to allow you to finalise your 
colours before ordering and making payment. 
 

4. PAYMENT 
4.1 Payment for stationery is in full at each stage, i.e. full payment for Save the Dates, then 

later full payment for Invitations.  
4.2 Once your hard copy proof has been approved a payment request will be sent. The full 

balance will be required before commencement of work.  
4.3 Payment can be made by card (in person, over the phone, or through a secure online 

gateway provided by Squareup UK) or by Bank Transfer to RBS Sort: 83-17-05 Acc: 
0066 1266  

4.4 Prices are subject to change at any time due to rising manufacturers costs.  
4.5 By making payment you agreeing to HBZ terms and conditions.  

 
5. TIMING 
5.1 Your order will be fulfilled in two stages: firstly your Invitations then, your On the Day 

stationery. HBZ requires UP TO 8 weeks to fulfill your order from signature, unless 
otherwise agreed. This gives time for any amendments, approvals, and subsequent delivery.  
A delivery date for Save the Date and Invitations will be agreed at time of ordering. HBZ 
reserves the right to refuse any orders out with the 8 week delivery timescale, where no 
deposit will be taken and no work will commence. Details for On the Day Stationery 
(Order of Service, Menus, etc.) do not have to be finalised until closer to your wedding, 
with a subsequent delivery date (and delivery cost). However, any outstanding information 
on your part, such as ‘plus one’ names, may delay completion of your order meaning a 
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missed delivery date.   
5.2 On the Day stationery can take up to 8 weeks for me to complete and must be delivered to 

you at least 2 weeks before your wedding date.  
 

6. PROOFS 
6.1 One hardcopy proof for each Save the Dates and Invitations will be sent in your chosen 

colours and wording. This will need to be checked carefully and signed off prior to work 
being commenced. Once design details have been agreed I will provide up to 3 revisions of 
your wording free of charge in a PDF format. For On the Day stationery a PDF will also 
be sent to confirm wordings; no hardcopy will be sent as this assumes that it is in the 
matching colour scheme to you Invitations. 

6.2 Should additional proofs be requested by you then they will be charged at current website 
prices.  All changes and amendments must be requested in writing, preferably by email, not 
by phone call. Any further changes required by you will be charged at current website 
prices per item. 
 

7. CONTENT 
7.1 HBZ will not begin your order until the design and text is approved. You will be 

responsible for checking for spelling, grammar, and other errors on the proof copies. HBZ 
will not be responsible for any mistakes that have not been identified and brought to my 
attention. Any error noticed after signature due to negligent proof reading by you will be 
charged for at current website prices for each item needing correction. You are responsible 
for obtaining any necessary permissions for any copyright materials, including hymns, songs 
or text.  

7.2 All wedding details and names must be sent to HBZ in the agreed format (in electronic 
format, preferably Word or Excel) and must be checked carefully for errors. Handwritten  
(or photographs of handwritten) lists of names and addresses will not be accepted. HBZ 
will print exactly as per your list and will not be responsible for misspellings, incorrect 
names or addresses supplied. Any error noticed after will be charged for at current website 
prices for each item or stationery needing correction. 

7.3 Optional extras for your stationery will be charged as following (per item): Coloured 
envelope: £0.50, Printed names on invitations: £0.25, Printed names and Addresses on 
envelopes: £0.25 
 

8. PRODUCTS VARIATION & MATERIALS 
8.1 HBZ reserves the right to amend designs as necessary to take account of changes in the 

supply of materials. 
8.2 As the stationery is handmade, there will inevitably be some variation between each item. 

This does not affect the quality of the item and simply reflects the handmade nature of the 
product and does not constitute a fault. 

8.3 Due to the handmade nature of the product longevity is not guaranteed.  
8.4 Due to the nature of the wax seals used they are not suitable for young children due to 

size.   
8.5 Colours shown on the website are for illustrative purposes only. Card colour and ribbon 

swatches can be provided.  
 

9. DELIVERY 
9.1 Delivery address and date will be agreed with the client at time of order. Delivery is to UK 

only. Orders can be split into two deliveries: Invitations first and On the Day stationery 
later (with a charge for both). Standard delivery for invitations, requiring a signature, is 
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£10 (due to the size and weight of the parcel) with 48-hour delivery. 24-hour delivery can 
be arranged at extra cost. 

9.2 All items are carefully packed to avoid damage in transit. Any damage must be reported to 
HBZ within 24 hours of receipt. HBZ is not responsible for any delays, damages, or loss 
caused by the carrier and postal insurance will be taken to cover the value of the order.  

9.3 If you feel there are any discrepancies with your order, they must be notified within 24 
hours of receipt.  

9.4 Please note: HBZ is not liable for any damages occurring, or wax seals becoming unstuck, 
during postage of your stationery to your guests. Furthermore, it is your responsibility to 
check the correct postage when you send your stationery (please check with the Post 
Office directly as some designs may be ‘thick’ and will require a Large Letter Stamp or 
more). 

9.5 Orders may be collected by prior agreement should you live locally. 
 

10. CANCELLATIONS/ REFUNDS 
10.1 Should you wish to cancel after paying the Booking Fee then this is possible. The £30 will 

not be refunded.  
10.2 If you wish to cancel after you have paid then it is possible but only the delivery fee 

(£10) would be refunded.  
10.3 All items remain the property of HBZ until paid in full. 
10.4 HBZ retains the right to cancel at any time. In the event of cancellation caused by staff 

injury, sickness or bereavement, a full refund will be made. 
10.5 If an item is deemed to be faulty, you must report it to HBZ within 24 hours. Refunds 

can only be given or items replaced if HBZ finds the design to be faulty. 
 

11. MARKETING 
11.1 HBZ reserves the right to use and share all products made (not limited to HBZ website 

and social media). If you would prefer that your details not be published online or on social 
media prior to your wedding date then please let HBZ know on the order form, and we 
will wait until after the wedding has taken place to publicise.  
 

12. COPYRIGHT 
12.1 All designs, photographs, and website contents are the property of HBZ. Written 

permission must be sought for reproduction in any manner.  All designs including samples 
are copyright of HBZ. By agreeing to these terms and conditions you or a third party 
cannot copy or reproduce designs in any part or way. 


